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regridding techniques [17]. Even before the flow becomes
disorganized, however, obtaining high-order accuracy withWe present a new approach to vortex methods for the 2D Euler

equations. We obtain long-time high-order accuracy at almost opti- a single quadrature rule requires smoothing of the singular
mal cost by using three tools: fast adaptive quadrature rules, a free- Biot–Savart kernel. Smoothing gives high-order accuracy
Lagrangian formulation, and a useful new analysis of the consis- for short times but slows down fast velocity evaluation
tency error. Our error analysis halves the order of differentiability

techniques and halves the order of accuracy of the methodrequired of the flow and suggests an efficient new balance of
relative to the order of differentiability of the flow.smoothing parameters which works well with fast summation

In Section 3, we contrast two free-Lagrangian vortexschemes. Numerical experiments with our methods confirm our
theoretical predictions and display excellent long-time accuracy. methods, the triangulated vortex method of [20], and the
Q 1997 Academic Press quadrature-based method of [23]. The triangulated vortex

method is robust, practical, and efficient but limited to
second-order accuracy. The quadrature-based method

1. INTRODUCTION computes adaptive quadratures tailored to the Biot–Savart
kernel at each time step, yielding long-time high-orderVortex methods solve the 2D incompressible Euler
accuracy at asymptotically optimal cost.equations in the vorticity formulation by discretizing the

The present paper develops a free-Lagrangian method
Biot–Savart law with the aid of the flow map. They have which couples kernel smoothing with adaptive quadrature
been extensively studied, widely generalized, and success- rules not tailored to the Biot–Savart kernel, producing
fully applied to complex high-Reynolds-number flows. See long-time high-order accuracy. The asymptotic slowdown
[12] for a survey. normally produced by kernel smoothing is almost elimi-

Vortex methods involve several subsidiary algorithms: nated by a careful choice of smoothing functions and pa-
velocity evaluation, vortex motion, diffusion, boundary rameters, based on a straightforward but new error analysis
conditions, regridding, and fast summation. In this paper, of the velocity evaluation. This analysis requires about half
we improve the speed, accuracy, and robustness of the as many derivatives of the solution as the standard ap-
velocity evaluation. We eliminate the flow map, improve proach.
the quadrature used for the Biot–Savart law, and analyze The structure of our method is standard: At each time
the error in a straightforward but new way, requiring less step, the smoothed velocity is evaluated once and the vorti-
differentiability of the flow and obtaining efficient new ces are moved with an explicit Runge–Kutta or multistep
parameter balances. We employ standard ODE solvers for method. The velocity evaluation involves three steps: First,
the vortex motion and consider inviscid free-space flow a data structure groups the N vortices into cells convenient
so diffusion and boundary conditions play no role. Our for integration. Then a global order-q quadrature rule is
approach combines naturally with regridding and fast sum- built. Finally, the fast multipole method is used with this
mation methods. rule to evaluate the smoothed velocity field. The details

In Section 2, we review Lagrangian vortex methods. are presented in Section 4.
These move the nodes of a fixed quadrature rule with the Section 5 presents numerical experiments. The error is

measured for standard test problems and our theoreticalcomputed fluid velocity, preserving the weights of the rule
predictions are fully verified. Then more complex flowsby incompressibility. This procedure loses accuracy when
are computed.the flow becomes disorganized [5, 18], motivating many

2. LAGRANGIAN VORTEX METHODS1 Research supported by a NSF Young Investigator Award, Air Force
Office of Scientific Research Grant FDF49620-93-1-0053, and the Applied

This section gives an overview of 2D vortex methodsMathematical Sciences Subprogram of the Office of Energy Research,
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. for incompressible inviscid flow. First, we describe how the
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2D Euler equations reduce to an infinite system of ordinary Thus we have a closed system for F and g alone, the ‘‘free-
Lagrangian’’ equations of motion consisting of the vorticitydifferential equations for the flow map. This formulation

leads naturally to many different vortex methods. We con- transport law (2) coupled with
trast the Lagrangian and free-Lagrangian viewpoints, then
review the well-developed convergence theory of Lagran-

F
.

(z, t) 5 E K(F(z, t) 2 z9)g(z9, t) dx9 dy9. (5)
gian methods.

Second, we explore avenues for improvement. We ex-
The ‘‘Lagrangian’’ equation of motion is derived byplain the conflict between smoothing for high-order accu-

changing variables z9 r F(z9, t) in Eq. (5). The Jacobianracy and fast summation for speed, and demonstrate the
of this change of variables is unity because the flow isPerlman effect in which the increasing derivatives of the
incompressible, so this gives a closed equation for F alone:evolving flow map interfere with the quadrature error

bound.

F
.

(z, t) 5 E K(F(z, t) 2 F(z9, t))g(z9, 0) dx9 dy9. (6)2.1. Equations of Motion

The 2D incompressible Euler equations
This requires values of g only at time t 5 0, and is the
usual starting point for vortex methods.u

.
1 uux 1 vuy 1 px/r 5 0

v
.

1 uvx 1 vvy 1 py/r 5 0 2.2. Lagrangian Vortex Methods

ux 1 vy 5 0 Lagrangian vortex methods now discretize Eq. (6), mov-
ing N points zj(t) P F(zj , t) with the fluid velocity, starting
at t 5 0 from the nodes zj of a quadrature formula withinvolve the fluid velocity u(z, t) 5 (u, v) where z 5 (x, y),
weights wj . A typical order-q quadrature formulathe pressure p(z, t), and the constant density r. Taking the

2D curl eliminates the pressure, giving the vorticity
equation E g(z) dx dy 5 ON

j51
wjg(zj) 1 EN(g)

g
.

1 ugx 1 vgy 5 0

has an error bound
for the vorticity g 5 vx 2 uy . Let z ° F(z, t) be the flow
map, defined by

uEN(g)u # Chqigiq (7)

F
.

(z, t) 5 u(F(z, t), t), F(z, 0) 5 z. (1)
for C q integrands g. Here h is the mesh size of the rule
and the C q norm of g is given byThen vorticity is conserved along particle paths,

igi0 5 max
z

ug(z)u, igiq 5 igi0 1 O
a1b5q

ia
x

b
ygi0 .g(F(z, t), t) 5 g(z, 0). (2)

Eqs. (1) and (2) for F and g involve the unknown u as
Applying this quadrature formula to the Lagrangian equa-well. To close them, we solve the elliptic system
tion of motion (6) gives a system of N ordinary differen-
tial equations:vx 2 uy 5 g,

ux 1 vy 5 0 z
.

i(t) 5 O
j?i

wk K(zi(t) 2 zj(t))g(zj , 0).

for the velocity (u, v). When g has compact support, the
solution u is given by the Biot–Savart law The quadrature error bound (7) is infinite since K is un-

bounded, so we replace K by the smoothed kernel
u(z, t) 5 E K(z 2 z9)g(z9) dx9 dy9, (3)

Kd(z) 5 wd p K(z),

where K is the Biot–Savart kernel
where p denotes convolution,

K(z) 5
z'

2fr2, z' 5 (2y, x), r2 5 x 2 1 y2. (4)
wd(z) 5 d22w(r/d)
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and w is an appropriate radial ‘‘core function.’’ Almost all 2.3. Cost and Accuracy
modern vortex methods use such a smoothing [9], often

Convergence theory must be augmented by practical
with w and the ‘‘core radius’’ d chosen to give high-order

considerations: How much does a method cost to achieve
convergence as the mesh size h vanishes [14]. High-order

a specified accuracy?
convergence can be guaranteed by the following conditions

Since there are N vortices and each velocity value is
on w and g:

a sum

E w 5 1,
uh,d(zi) 5 ON

j51
Kd(zi 2 zj)wj g(zj, 0),

E xay bw 5 0, 1 # a 1 b # m 2 1, (8)

a directly velocity evaluation costs O(N 2) work. This isE uzumuwu , y extremely expensive if the flow is complex, since many
vortices are required. The expense has been reduced by fast

w [ CL and w(z) 5 0 for uzu $ 1, (9) summation schemes such as the method of local corrections
[2], the fast multipole method [6], and Ewald summationg [ CM has compact support. (10)
[21]. These schemes evaluate unsmoothed (d 5 0) sums like

High-order accuracy requires smooth solutions, so requir-
ing g to be CM is natural. Compact support in condition u(zi) 5 ON

j51
K(zi 2 zj)wj

(9) can be weakened, but it is important for efficiency.
Given these conditions, a typical convergence theorem
follows. to accuracy « in O(N log «) work, by separating local from

global interactions and applying separation of variables
THEOREM 1 [1]. Assume conditions (8) through (10) globally. They run much faster than direct evaluation when

are satisfied with L $ 3, M $ max(L 1 1, m 1 2) and N is large.
m $ 4. Let d 5 cha where 0 , a , 1. Suppose L is large Consider the fast multipole method, for example. The
enough to satisfy essential observation is that the sum of fields K(z 2 zj)wj

due to all vortices outside a disk D with center c can be
formed into a single Taylor expansion about c,

L .
(m 2 1)a

1 2 a
.

O
zjÓD

K(z 2 zj)wj 5 Op
a50

aa(z 2 c)a 1 O(«),
Then the computed flow map Fh,d satisfies

where the truncation error « is uniformly small for z iniF 2 Fh,d ih # O(hma)
any smaller disk D9 , D. These Taylor expansions can be
formed and evaluated at all the vortices zi in O(N) CPUas h and d go to zero.
time, leaving only the nearby ‘‘local’’ interactions between
zi and zj [ D requiring direct evaluation. However, theHere the discrete 2-norm is given by
expansion technique works only for the exact Biot–Savart
kernel, so the disk D can never be smaller than the smooth-
ing radius d inside which K is replaced by Kd ? K.igih 5 Sh2 O

i
ug(zi)u2D1/2

,
Thus fast summation methods cannot speed up the

smoothed interaction Kd(zi 2 zj) between vortices zi and
zj closer than d. Asymptotically as N R y, there are O(Nd 2)where the zi are the initial vortex positions, and similar
vortices in a circle of radius d, so if d 5 O(Ïh) there arebounds hold for the computed velocity and vorticity.
a total ofThis theorem allows a close to 1 and d close to O(h)

only for very smooth flows, where L and M are large. For
O(N 2d 2) 5 O(N 2h) 5 O(N 3/2)general flows, Hald [13] and Nordmark [17] have shown

that d 5 O(Ïh) is a good choice. Then 2m derivatives of
g guarantee only O(hm) accuracy. In Section 4, we derive local interactions to be evaluated directly. Thus fast sum-

mation schemes slow down from O(N) to O(N 3/2) whenmethods requiring only m 1 1 derivatives at the cost of
redefining convergence. K is smoothed with d 5 O(Ïh).
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The top row, which plots correct bits vs. time, clearly
shows the rapid degradation of initially excellent high-
order accuracy. This is striking because the velocity and
vorticity of this test case are independent of time. The
plots also show how the error varies as the smoothing
constant C is increased. Clearly the value C 5 1 produces
initially high accuracy which degrades rapidly in time, while
other values give larger but more uniform errors. The plots
of correct bits vs. bits of CPU time in the second row of
the figure show that the cost of the computation increases
by an order of magnitude as C increases from 1/4 to 2 with

FIG. 1. Correct bits in velocity in L1 norm for a fourth-order vortex N 5 2512. This is entirely due to the expense of evaluating
method, plotted vs. time (top) and bits in CPU time (bottom), for smooth- the smoothed kernel since fast summation was not em-
ing radii d 5 CÏh where C 5 1/4, 1/2, 1, and 2 (left to right). ployed. The plots all share the same vertical and horizontal

scales, and the tick marks are placed so that in theory we
should advance one tick mark along each axis each time

Hence there is a conflict between smoothing and fast N is doubled. In practice, the cost is larger and the error
summation. If we take d close to O(h) to speed up fast decreases about half as fast as theory predicts.
summation, we need many derivatives of the flow for a The Perlman effect has motivated much research on
modest order of convergence. Larger d is more accurate regridding, the idea being to avoid large derivatives of the
for rougher flows, but slows down fast summation schemes. flow map by restarting before the flow becomes disorga-
In Section 4 we resolve this conflict by deriving an error nized [17]. Similarly, Beale has developed an iterative re-
bound which allows us to use much smaller d. weighting scheme to overcome the Perlman effect [4]. The

free-Lagrangian vortex methods we discuss next constitute2.4. The Perlman Effect
a general approach to avoiding the Perlman effect.

A completely different obstacle to accurate calculations
with vortex methods is the ‘‘Perlman effect.’’ Since the 3. FREE-LAGRANGIAN METHODS
error bound for numerical quadrature in Eq. (7) depends

Free-Lagrangian methods overcome the Perlman effecton order-q derivatives of the integrand, here
by removing the flow map from the Biot–Savart inte-
gral. Thusg(z9) 5 Kd(F(z, t) 2 F(z9, t))g(z9, 0),

the higher derivatives of the flow map will affect the error F
.

5 E K(F 2 z9)g(z9, t) dx9 dy9,
bound. For almost any interesting flow, the flow map moves
fluid particles far apart and therefore develops large deriv-

replaces the Lagrangian equation of motion (6). Since gatives when the flow becomes disorganized. Thus vortex
values are known only at the moving points zj(t), eachmethods lose high-order accuracy during long-time calcula-
velocity evaluation requires a fresh set of quadraturetions [5, 18].
weights adapted to the current vortex positions. Two suchThis loss of accuracy is exhibited in Fig. 1, where correct
methods are discussed below.bits in the velocity u, measured in the discrete L1 norm,

are plotted vs. time t for 0 # t # 20 (top row) and vs.
3.1. Triangulated Methodsthe number of bits in total CPU time (bottom row). The

vorticity is a standard test case g7(r) 5 max(0, 12r2)7, Triangulated vortex methods evolve points zj(t) by
discussed fully in Section 5.

Four runs were made with N 5 44, 164, 640, 2512 vortices z
.

j(t) 5 uh(zj , t) 5 E K(zj(t) 2 z9)gh(z9, t) dx9 dy9, (11)
in an equidistant grid on the support (uzu # 1) of the vortic-
ity. The ODEs were solved with fourth-order Adams, as

where gh is a piecewise linear interpolant to the vortic-described in subsection 4.7, with 20, 40, 80, 160 time steps
ity valuesfrom t 5 0 to t 5 20. Nordmark’s fourth-order kernel (see

Subsection 4.6) was used, with smoothing radius d 5
gh(zj(t), t) 5 gh(zj , 0) 5 g(zj , 0)CÏh, where the constant C increases from 1/4 to 2 from

left to right in the figure. For each fixed C, the method is
fourth-order accurate in h and the time step, and costs and the nodes zj(t) form the vertices of a triangulation

of R2.O(N 5/2) to run from t 5 0 to t 5 20.
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ture weights wij(t) which give high-order accuracy without
smoothing the Biot–Savart kernel:

u(zi , t) 5 E K(zi 2 z9)g(z9, t) dx9 dy9

P ON
j51

wij(t) K(zi 2 zj)g(zj , t).

For example, high-order product integration weights [10]
make smoothing unnecessary, but the i-dependence of
wij(t) precludes fast summation methods. To take advan-
tage of fast summation, we construct wij with the ‘‘locally-
corrected property’’ that

wij 5 wj for almost all j
FIG. 2. Correct bits in velocity in L1 norm for the triangulated vortex

method, plotted vs. time (top) and CPU time (bottom). The right set of
for each point of evaluation zi and some ‘‘smooth’’ quadra-plots used twice as many time steps.
ture rule with points zj and weights wj . Such rules can be
built and the velocity evaluated in O(N log2 N) work per
time step. The price for efficiency, however, is a redefini-

Given any piecewise linear function gh on a triangulation tion of convergence. The error bound for these quadratures
of R2, one can evaluate uh exactly, with results depending is O(« 1 hq), where « is an arbitrary user-specified error
strongly on the triangulation. In [7], this observation was tolerance and the constant in the O(N) cost depends
combined with a fixed triangulation carried by the flow. weakly on «. Thus one gets order-q convergence only down
While theoretically convergent, the resulting scheme costs to O(«). This is sufficient for three reasons: computer arith-
O(N 2) work per time step with a large constant and loses metic operates with finite precision, practical computations
accuracy quickly and severely because the triangulation de- can afford rather low accuracy for the most part, and fast
generates. summation methods introduce an O(«) error as well. High-

We developed practical triangulated vortex methods in order accuracy can be maintained for long times, though
[20]: a simple fast summation scheme brought the cost these rules are computationally expensive. The constant
down to O(N 4/3) with a reasonable constant, and a fast in the O(N log2 N) cost per step is less favorable, making
Delaunay triangulation scheme gave excellent long-time these methods less practically useful than the triangulated
accuracy. An adaptive initial triangulation technique made method so far.
the method robust enough to compute even discontinuous
patches of vorticity, a difficult task for a method of this

4. A NEW APPROACHgenerality. Figure 2 shows results for the standard test case
used in Fig. 1, with N 5 70, 225, 745, and 2729 vertices on We now present a new fast adaptive vortex method
the support of g. Two runs were made, the first one (left) which aims to avoid obstacles both to speed and to accu-
with 16, 24, 32, 48 steps of fourth-order Adams from t 5 racy. The key ingredients are
0 to t 5 20, and the second one (right) with twice as many
time steps. The error displays no Perlman effect; second- • A free-Lagrangian formulation to avoid the Perl-
order accuracy (one horizontal and vertical tick each time man effect.
N is increased) is maintained uniformly in time. The trian- • Adaptive quadrature rules with high-order accuracy
gulated approach is now being applied to flows in three on smooth functions, but not tailored to the singularity of
dimensions with viscosity and boundaries [11, 16]. How- the Biot–Savart kernel.
ever, it seems difficult to make a triangulated vortex

• Simple and useful new consistency error bounds re-method with higher than second-order accuracy. This moti-
quiring fewer derivatives of the vorticity and leading to anvated the next approach we discuss.
efficient new smoothing strategy.

3.2. Quadrature-based Methods
These ingredients combine to give a method with almost
optimal efficiency and long-time high-order accuracy with-We developed higher-order free-Lagrangian methods in

[23]. The basic idea is to construct time-dependent quadra- out excessive smoothness requirements on the solution.
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4.1. Overview

We begin with quadrature. Given N arbitrary nodes
zj [ R2, we construct the weights of a quadrature rule
having order-q accuracy on Cq functions if the nodes are
well distributed. Note that without some restriction on the
asymptotic distribution of nodes, no guarantee of order-q
accuracy is possible. Thus we construct rules with an error

FIG. 3. Levels 1, 3, and 5 in the cell data structure with N 5 1000bound composed of two factors. The first depends only on
nonuniformly distributed points. Here each level-5 cell contains eitherthe node locations and is easily computable a posteriori, 15 or 16 points, suitable for a quadrature rule of order q 5 4 since

as a monitor for bad node distributions. The second de- q(q 1 1)/2 5 10.
pends only on the mesh size and the C q norm of the in-
tegrand.

Our quadratures are composite. After partitioning the
di] from i 5 1 to i 5 2M 2 1, a total of 4 ? 2M numbers,nodes into rectangular cells in Subsection 4.2, we construct
and indexing the nodes into a list so that the nodes zj [order-q rules on each cell in Subsection 4.3. The union of
Bi are given by j 5 j(s) for s 5 b(i), ..., e(i) and threethese rules is globally accurate of order q. We quote a
integer functions j, b, and e. This can be done in O(N loguseful error bound from [22] in Subsection 4.4.
N), but the simplest method requires sorting each cellAfter quadrature, we analyze smoothing. Subsection 4.5
before each subdivision, giving a total cost O(N log2 N)presents a standard smoothing error bound. In Subsection
for the tree construction with an O(N log N) sorting4.6, we construct a family of arbitrary-order core functions
method such as Heapsort. Figure 3 shows an example ofand shape factors.
this tree structure.Subsection 4.7 presents a multistep time stepping proce-

dure, and discusses the starting value problem. Finally,
4.3. Quadrature RulesSubsection 4.8 combines the results of Subsections 4.4 and

4.5 to obtain an extremely useful error analysis of velocity We now construct order-q quadrature rules on B with
evaluation which requires fewer derivatives of the vorticity N given quadrature nodes zj . Assume N $ m :5 q(q 1
than the usual approach and leads to an efficient new 1)/2, and choose an integer L $ 0 with p :5 N/2L $ m.
balance between quadrature and smoothing. This new bal- The data structure just constructed divides B into M 5 2L

ance permits smaller smoothing radii d and therefore rectangular cells Bi , each containing either p or p 1 1
speeds up fast summation by reducing the number of lo- nodes zj . We construct local weights Wi

j for nodes zj [ Bi

cal interactions. by solving the following system of m linear equations in
at least p unknowns:

4.2. Data Structures

O
zj[Bi

Pa(xj)Pb(yj)Wi
j 5 E

Bi

Pa(x)Pb(y) dx dyLet B 5 [a, b] 3 [c, d] be a rectangle containing the
nodes zj . Composite quadrature partitions B into a union
of rectangular cells Bi , each containing enough nodes to 5 da0db0uBiu, 0 # a 1 b # q 2 1.
construct an order-q quadrature. There are m :5 q(q 1
1)/2 monomials xayb of degree a 1 b # q 2 1, so we will Here uBiu 5 (bi 2 ai)(di 2 ci) is the area of Bi and
need at least p $ m nodes per cell. Thus we partition B
into cells, each containing p or p 1 1 nodes. (Some cells Pa(x) 5 pa(t), x 5 xm 1 txh ,
must have p 1 1 if p does not divide N exactly.) This is
conveniently done via the following tree structure. where pa(t) are the usual Legendre polynomials on [21,

Let B 5 B1 be the level-0 root of the tree. Divide B1 in 1] and xm 5 (bi 1 ai)/2, xh 5 (bi 2 ai)/2, with similar
half along its longest edge, with the dividing plane located expressions for the y variable. Since p $ m, this system of
so that each half of B1 contains either N/2 or N/2 1 1

m equations in at least p unknowns generically has solu-
nodes. This gives the level-1 cells B2 and B3 . Recursively, tions. We compute the solution Wi

j of least 2-norm, using
split B2 and B3 along their longest edges to get B4 through a complete orthogonal factorization routine from
B7 , each containing N/4 or N/4 1 1 nodes zj . Repeat LAPACK [3]. The weights of the rule W are then defined
this procedure L times to get M 5 2L cells Bi on the to be Wj 5 Wi

j where zj [ Bi . The algorithm is summarized
finest level L, numbered from i 5 M to i 5 2M 2 1, each in Fig. 4.
containing p 5 N/M or p 1 1 nodes zj . The union of all
the cells on any given level is B. The tree structure is stored Remark. In most vortex methods, the vorticity g is

known only at the vortices, so interpolation is needed toby listing the boundaries of each cell Bi 5 [ai , bi] 3 [ci ,
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FIG. 4. Adaptive order-q quadrature algorithm with N points zj in a rectangle B.

evaluate the vorticity elsewhere. The tree structure pro- 4.4. Quadrature Error Bounds
vides a natural interpolation technique. Suppose vortices

The weights Wj now integrate all polynomials of degree
zj lie in a cell C and we want g(z) for z [ C. We approxi-

less than q exactly over all level-L cells Bi . This property
mate g(z) by

implies order-q accuracy:

THEOREM 2 [22]. Let B 5 <
M
i51Bi where Bi 5 [ai , bi]g(z) P O

zj[C
Vj(z)g(zj),

3 [ci , di]. Suppose that W integrates xayb exactly over each
Bi for 0 # a 1 b # q 2 1. Then for any Cq function g on

where the interpolation weights Vj(z) form the least 2- B, the quadrature error
norm solution of the underdetermined linear system

E 5 E
B

g(z) dx dy 2 ON
j51

Wjg(zj) (12)O
zj[C

Vj(z)Pa(xj)Pb(yj) 5 Pa(x)Pb(y), 0 # a 1 b # q 2 1.

satisfies the bound
This gives a qth order interpolation formula on each cell.
The weights are bounded if there are enough nodes zj in

uEu # V uBu hq

q!
igiq ,C. To contour the computed vorticity in Subsection 5.3,

we interpolated g to a fine equidistant grid, then contoured
on the grid. where h 5 maxi max(bi 2 ai , di 2 ci) is the longest cell edge,
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Suppose u belongs to the Sobolev space Wm,p of functions
V 5 1 1

1
uBu O

N

j51
uWju with m distributional derivatives in Lp, where 1 # p # y

and m $ 2. Then
and uBu 5 (b 2 a)(b 2 c) is the area of B.

iwd p u 2 uiLp # Md m O
a1b5m

ia
x

b
yuiLp .

In general, the condition number V cannot be bounded
a priori for arbitrary points, but we can easily compute it
a posteriori, yielding an excellent diagnostic for the quality

Proof. Suppose by density that u is smooth andof the rule.
Taylor expand:

Remark. By reducing each cell condition number
Vi 5 1 1 (1/uBiu) ozj[Bi uWju, we can reduce the global

u(z9 2 z) 5 u(z9) 1 Om21

l51

(21)l

l! O
a1b5l

a
x

b
yu(z9)xaybcondition number V 5 oiVi . Increasing p reduces V, since

the additional degrees of freedom can be applied to reduc-
ing the 2-norm of Wi

j , but it is too expensive to increase
2 E1

0

(t 2 1)m21

(m 2 1)! O
a1b5m

a
x

b
yu(z9 2 tz)xayb dt.p globally. Thus we reduce V adaptively: when Vi exceeds

a tolerance Vm , we merge Bi with its sibling in the tree
structure, obtaining a cell BI containing twice as many Multiply by wd(z), integrate, and use the moment condi-
points zj . We then recompute all weights Wj for which tions (13):
zj [ BI , reducing VI at the cost of a larger linear system
and a larger cell size h.

wd p u(z9) 2 u(z9) 5 2E1

0

(t 2 1)m21

(m 2 1)! O
a1b5m

This adaptive technique also treats the degenerate cases
when no solution exists on a cell Bi , because the points zj

are not in the sufficiently general position. A solution is E a
x

b
y u(z9 2 tz)xayb wd(z) dx dy dt.

more likely to exist after such a cell is merged with its
sibling,

Take L p norms and use the fact that the norm of an integral
Remark. In practice, the choice of L may be difficult. is less than or equal to the integral of the norm:

L too small increases h, while L too large precludes order-
q accuracy. Thus our code accepts a user-specified safety

iwd p u 2 uiLp # E1

0

ut 2 1um21

(m 2 1)! O
a1b5m

parameter S $ 1 and chooses L so that each level-L cell
contains at least Sq(q 1 1)/2 points. We always take
S 5 2. E ia

x
b
yu(?2tz)iLp uxaybu uwd(z)u dx dy dt.

Remark. The error estimates are given in terms of the
maximum cell size only for theoretical convenience; the Since the L p norm is translation invariant and uxaybu # uzum
proof in [22] shows that the local derivatives of the integ- for a 1 b 5 m, we have
rand times the local cell size gives an equally valid error
bound. Thus local increases in h are permitted if the inte-

iwd p u 2 uiLp #
1

m! O
a1b5m

ia
x

b
yuiLp E uzumud22w(z/d)u dx dygrand is either smooth or small where h is large.

4.5. Smoothing Error Bounds # Md m O
a1b5m

ia
x

b
yuiLp .

Since convolution is associative, replacing K by Kd is
equivalent to smoothing the velocity field u with the core 4.6. Explicit Core Functions
function w. The following is a standard error bound for

Suppose w is a continuous radial function and writesuch smoothing.
w(z) 5 w(r) where r2 5 uzu2 5 x2 1 y2. Then e xaybw(z)

THEOREM 3. [19]. Assume the compactly supported core
dx dy 5 0 if a or b is odd, so the order-m moment conditions

function w satisfies the moment conditions
(13) become

E w 5 1, E1

0
w(r)rdr 5 1/2f, E1

0
w(r)r 2j11 dr 5 0, j 5 1, ..., n,

E xaybw 5 0, 1 # a 1 b # m 2 1, (13)
where m 5 2n 1 2 is even.

Using scaling, the explicit formula (4) for K, polar coor-M 5
1

m!
E uzumuwu , y.

dinates, and the standard integral,
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E2f

0

1 2 a cos u

1 2 2a cos u 1 a2 du 5 H2f if a2 , 1

0 if a2 . 1

gives the useful result

Kd(z) 5 wd p K(z) 5 f Sr
dDK(z),

where the ‘‘shape factor’’ f is given by

f(r) 5 2f Er

0
w(s)sds.

Since w(r) 5 0 for r . 1, we have f (r) 5 1 for r . 1. This
facilitates fast summation methods since Kd 5 K for r $ d.

We now construct a family of shape factors f. A conve- FIG. 5. Piecewise polynomial shape factors f with various parameters.
nient ansatz suggested by [17] is

f (r) 5 %p [ad%d 1 ? ? ? 1 a0] 1 1, (14) where z' 5 (2y, x). Since subtraction of the O(1) quantities
inside the square brackets must yield O(r) as r R 0, we

where % 5 (1 2 r2)1 5 max(0, 1 2 r2) and expect roundoff problems in evaluating Kd when r ,, d.
Roundoff can be reduced by observing that since f (0) 5
0, there exists a polynomial g such thatw(r) 5

1
2fr

f 9(r)

(15) f (r) 5 r2g(%) 5 r2 [bp1d21%
p1d21 1 ? ? ? 1 b0].

5
21
f

[(p 1 d)ad%
p1d21 1 ? ? ? 1 pa0%

p21]
In terms of g, we have a convenient formula

for r2 , 1. For r2 . 1, w(r) vanishes. Such a core function
w has p 2 2 continuous and p 2 1 bounded derivatives. Kd(z) 5

z'

2f max(r2, d2)
g((1 2 r2/d2)1),

The d 1 1 coefficients ai must be chosen so that w satisfies
n 1 1 moment conditions, so we cannot expect a solution

where g need never become smaller than O(d2) as r R 0.unless d $ n. A brief calculation shows that the moment
The coefficients bj are given byconditions are equivalent to a linear system

bp21 5 bp22 5 ? ? ? 5 b1 5 b0 5 1Aa 5 b,

andwhere b0 5 21, bi 5 0 for i . 0, a 5 (a0 , a1 , ..., ad) and
the n 1 1 by d 1 1 matrix A is determined by the recurrence

bp 5 bp21 1 a0 , ..., bp1d21 5 bp1d22 1 ad21 .

Aij 5
1

p 1 i 1 j
Ai21, j, 0 , i # n, 0 # j # d, Several well-known core functions are included in this

scheme. For example, Nordmark’s fourth-order core func-
tion from [17] has p 5 10, d 5 n 5 3, and m 5 8: thewith initial values A0j 5 1 for 0 # j # d. When p is large,
corresponding shape factor iseach row is almost proportional to the previous one, so A

is highly ill-conditioned. If d . n, the linear system of
f (r) 5 %10 [2560%3 1 1365%2 2 1092% 1 286] 1 1moment conditions is underdetermined, and we use com-

plete orthogonal factorization to find the solution with 5 r2 [560%12 2 805%11 1 287%10 1 %9 1 %8 1 ? ? ? 1 1].
smallest 2-norm.

Given the coefficients ai , we have Figure 5 shows several shape factors of this type, for various
choices of parameters. The increasing oscillation as n in-
creases follows naturally from the vanishing of more mo-Kd(z) 5

z'

2fr2 [(1 2 r2/d2) p
1(ad(1 2 r2/d2)d

1 1 ? ? ? 1 a0) 1 1],
ments.
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TABLE I truly variable step and order would be necessary, but in
the present research-oriented code this has not been felt

n m p d M d M
necessary.

0 2 4 1 2.1–2 5 1.6–2
1 4 6 2 3.6–3 6 1.5–3 4.8. Balance of Error
2 6 8 3 3.8–4 7 8.9–5

We now balance the errors due to smoothing and quad-3 8 10 4 2.0–5 8 3.2–6
4 10 12 5 6.9–7 9 8.5–8 rature. The error in velocity evaluation splits naturally into
8 18 20 8 1.8–13 12 5.0–15 two parts

Note. Error constants M as a function of moment order m, smoothness
p, and polynomial degree d for the piecewise polynomial shape factors

E 5 uu(z) 2 ON
j51

wjKd(z 2 zj)g(zj)u(14) shown in Fig. 5.

# uK p g(z) 2 Kd p g(z)u

The polynomial degree d makes little difference to the
1 uKd p g(z) 2 ON

j51
gjKd(z 2 zj)g(zj)uvalues of high-order kernels, but Table I shows that in-

creasing d can noticeably reduce the sizes of the coefficients
5 Ed 1 EN,d .and thus the smoothing error bound. Indeed,

Here Ed is the smoothing error, which satisfies
M 5

1
m!

E uzumuw(z)u dx dy

Ed # M d miuim

#
1

fm!
E1

0
rm11 [(p 1 d)uadu%p1d21 1 ? ? ? pua0u%p21] dr

if w satisfies moment calculations (Eq. (13)) of order m
and u [ Cm. The second term EN,d is the quadrature error,#

1
2fm!

[uadu 1 ? ? ? 1 ua0u]. which satisfies (Eq. (12))

4.7. Time Stepping Techniques
EN,d # V uBu hq

q!
igiq , g(z9) 5 Kd(z 2 z9)g(z9)

Since the Euler equations are not stiff and we are con-
structing high-order vortex methods, we discretize time
with explicit s-step Adams or s-stage Runge–Kutta meth- for each fixed z. By a standard inequality for the Cq norm
ods. Adams methods are attractive because they require of a product of two functions [15], we have
only one velocity evaluation per time step, while Runge–
Kutta methods require s velocity evaluations. However, igiq # C(iKdiqigi0 1 iKdi0igiq)
the smaller error constants of Runge–Kutta methods
sometimes balance out this advantage. Also, Adams meth-

for some constant C. We know thatods require an accurate procedure for computing the s
starting values. A natural thought is to start with Runge–
Kutta steps, but this turns out to almost double the memory Kd(z) 5 E d 22w Sz 2 z9

d D z9'

2fuz9u2
dx9 dy9

requirements of the ODE solver, because during the
Runge–Kutta steps we need storage for the Runge–Kutta
stages while we simultaneously build up memory for the 5 d 21 E w Sz

d
2 z9D z9'

2fuz9u2
dx9 dy9,

Adams methods. Thus we use a variable-step variable-
order self-starting Adams method constructed as follows.

Suppose we use an explicit s-step Adams method with so there is some constant C, depending only on w, such that
a fixed time step Df . We begin with a tiny time step Di ,,
Df and 1-step Adams, giving error O(D2

i ). Since our final ia
x

b
y Kdi0 # Cd a1b21

method is order-s accurate, we should choose Di 5
O(Ds/2

f ). We now increase the order of the Adams method
if w [ Ca1b. Thus if w [ Cq, we haveby 1 at each step until order s is reached, simultaneously

increasing Di by a factor R # 2 until Df is reached. The
final non-equidistant step is adjusted to land precisely at igiq #

1
d

C(d 2qigi0 1 igiq)
a multiple of t 5 Df . For more demanding calculations a
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so the quadrature error satisfies ances which give almost optimal accuracy and efficiency
at the price of a definition of convergence slightly different
from usual. Such a definition costs us very little in this

EN,d # CSd 21 Sh
dDq

igi0 1 d 21hqigiqD. context, because the fast multipole method already in-
volves error «.

We combine this order-k velocity evaluation with anHence the total error in one velocity evaluation statisfies
Adams method of order s 5 q . k, because the (first-
order) Euler equations imply that the velocity should have
roughly the same order of smoothness in time as in space,Ed 1 EN,d # C Sdmiuim 1 d 21 Sh

dDq

igi0 1 d 21hqigiqD,
with the particle positions one order smoother by the flow
map equation (Eq. (1)). An order O(« 1 hk) error in the

where q is the order of quadrature and w [ Cq satisfies velocity u at each time step fortunately does not accumu-
moment conditions (13) of order m. late in the numerical solution of the ODEs

We now take advantage of the separation between igi0

and igiq to derive a consistency error bound. (A similar F
.

(z, t) 5 u(F(z, t), t)
separation has been used in [8].) We choose d as a function
of h to make so we expect to obtain a maximum norm error in F of order

O(« 1 Ds
f 1 hk)igiqd 21 Sh

dDq

# «,

as h and Df vanish. This would imply similar estimates for
where « is a user-specified error tolerance, presumably the velocity and vorticity by standard stability arguments
small but fixed as h R 0. This implies [14], though these arguments have not yet been extended

to our method. However, the numerical results display the
expected order of accuracy, indicating that the methodd 5 O(«21/(q11)hq/(q11)) 5 O(ha), a 5 1 2

1
q 1 1

,
is stable.

and our error bound becomes 5. IMPLEMENTATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

We implemented the fast adaptive vortex method ofE # C(«igi0 1 hmq/(q11)iuim 1 hq2(q11)igiq).
Section 4 and studied several numerical examples. First,
we measured the accuracy and efficiency of the velocityThe choice m 5 q balances the two remaining h-dependent
evaluation scheme in isolation. Then we measured theterms (since iuim # Cigim if g has compact support), and
error in long-time calculations with the full method.we find
Finally, we studied the interaction of several smooth
patches of vorticity.E # C [«igi0 1 hk(igiq 1 iuiq)] 5 O(« 1 hk),

5.1. Implementation
where k 5 q2/(q 1 1) 5 q 2 1 1 1/(q 1 1) . q 2 1.

For quadrature of orders q 5 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, the exponent We constructed a single portable Fortran code to carry
out all the computations for this work. In order efficientlya in d 5 O(ha) is 0.66, 0.80, 0.86, 0.89, 0.91, respectively,

with order of accuracy k equal to 1.33, 3.20, 5.14, 7.11, 9.09 to compare the present method to the classical method and
the triangulated method, we developed a highly modularrapidly approaching q 2 1 from above as q increases. Thus

d is very close to O(h) for methods of high order k, with reverse communication driver program for a general vortex
method. Reverse communication is a useful paradigm foronly q derivatives of g required.

This allows us to use fast summation methods with excel- designing routines which must obtain information from
other routines with unpredictable calling sequences. Manylent efficiency: the fast multipole method with this d costs

O(Nb) with b 5 1 1 1/(q 1 1) 5 1.33, 1.20, 1.14, 1.11, 1.09, standard packages for ODE solving, for example, require
the user of the package to force the right-hand side of hisvery close to 1. Even for the slowest method with k 5

4/3, the O(N4/3) cost of this method is comparable to the ODE into a standard calling sequence. Reverse communi-
cation, by contrast, simply sets a flag and returns control tosecond-order triangulated vortex method and better than

the classical vortex method with d 5 O(Ïh). the user whenever an external function evaluation (or—for
efficiency—a vector of function evaluations) is required.This error bound is not standard—due to the O(«)

term—but extremely useful. It suggests parameter bal- Thus the user calls a reverse communication based ODE
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FIG. 6. Outline of driver routine for a vortex method based on reverse communication with an arbitrary ODE solver.

solver repeatedly within each time step until the demands This is a stationary radial solution of the Euler equations
with shear and a popular test case for vortex methods.of the solver for information about the ODE are satisfied.

The structure of our driver is outlined in Fig. 6. We tested our method with the following random initial
grid. Given N and n with n2 # N, first distribute n2 vortices

5.2. Velocity Evaluation uniformly over a rectangle R enclosing the support of the
vorticity: Divide R into a n 3 n grid and choose a pointWe studied the accuracy of the velocity evaluation of
zi randomly in the ith grid cell. Of the remainingorders k 5 1.33, 3.20, 5.14, and 7.11 corresponding to
M 5 N 2 n2 vortices, put

m 5 q 5 2, 4, 6, 8, using the well-known Perlman test
case [18]

mi 5 KMug(zi , 0)u
oiug(zi , 0)uHgP(z) 5 (max(0, 1 2 r2))P,

or mi 1 1 random vortices located in the ith cell of the
where P 5 7. The vorticity gP is a CP21 function on R2, n 3 n grid. Thus the remaining N 2 n2 vortices are distrib-
while the corresponding velocity fields are CP: uted in regions where the vorticity is large, providing some

degree of adaptivity despite their randomness. Note that
the vorticity is conserved along particle paths, so the parti-u(z) 5 (1 2 gP11(z))

z'

(2P 1 2)r2 .
cles tend to stay where g is large.
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FIG. 7. Correct bits in velocity in L1 norm plotted vs. bits in CPU
time, for orders m 5 q 5 2, 4, 6, 8 (from top) and smoothing radii
d 5 Cha where C 5 1/4, 1/2, 1, and 2 (from left).

FIG. 8. Correct bits B1(u) in velocity u, plotted vs. time (top of each
pair) and CPU time (bottom of each pair) for adaptive vortex methods
of orders 1.33 (top pair) and 3.20 (bottom pair). The smoothing radiusWe generated N 5 500, 1000, 2000, ..., 64000 vortices in
d 5 Cha where C increases from left to right in each row.such an adaptive random grid with n2 P N/10 and evaluated

the velocity at each of the vortices. Figure 7 plots the
number of correct bits

C, though the cost of the computation increases rapidly
with C. More precisely, the velocity evaluation produces

B1 5 max S0, 2log2 Fiu 2 uh,di1

iui1
GD error O(« 1 N2k/2) with k/2 5 0.67, 1.60, 2.57, and 3.55 in

O(Nb log «) CPU time with b 5 1.33, 1.20, 1.14, and 1.11
and a constant of proportionality depending very weakly

in the computed velocity uh,d in the discrete L1 norm on the order q. Note that each time N is doubled, the
average cell size h decreases by a factor Ï2, so we expect
to gain k/2 bits until O(«) is reached. For this reason, theiui1 5

1
N ON

i51
uuiu

vs. the CPU time T (in seconds on a Ultra-1 workstation).
TABLE II

We used core functions and quadratures of orders
N h d Df Di T iui1 igi1m 5 q 5 2, 4, 6, 8 (from top to bottom in each column of

the figure), four values C 5 1/4, 1/2, 1, and 2 (from left
250 1.30 1.19 0.20 0.020 0.59 0.1527 0.2181to right in each row of the figure) of the constant in the
500 0.86 0.90 0.14 0.014 2.92 0.1835 0.2048

formula 1000 0.64 0.74 0.10 0.010 9.89 0.1724 0.2302
2000 0.43 0.57 0.07 0.007 36.25 0.1834 0.2108
4000 0.32 0.47 0.05 0.005 68.72 0.1808 0.2315

d 5 Cha, a 5 1 2
1

q 1 1
.

Note. Number of vortices N, mesh size h at t 5 0, smoothing radius d,
time steps Df and Di , and CPU time T per step (on a Sparc-2 workstation)

As one would expect, lower-order methods did well with for the adaptive method of order 1.33. Here iui1 and igi1 are the L1

norms of the velocity and vorticity, measured at time t 5 30.small C and higher-order methods did better with larger
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(near the origin) have completed 1.6 revolutions while
the slowest have completed only 0.2. This strong shear is
usually considered a severe test for a vortex method. We
started with an almost uniformly distributed adaptive ran-
dom grid with n2 P 0.8N, for N 5 250, 500, 1000, 2000,
4000, and 8000, and used core functions, quadratures, and
Adams methods of orders m 5 q 5 s 5 2 and 4, yielding
adaptive vortex methods of orders k 5 1.33 and 3.20. Accu-
racy requires a smaller time step and a larger smoothing
radius as the order increases; we used 20, 30, 40, 60, 80,
120 time steps for s 5 2 and 80, 120, 160, 240, 320, 480
time steps for s 5 4. The smoothing radius d 5 Cha where
C 5 1/4, 1/2, 1 for s 5 2 and C 5 1/2, 1, 2 for s 5 4.

The correct bits in L1 norm in the velocity are plotted
in Fig. 8. The plots share a common scale, but the tick
marks are placed in such a way that the number of correct
bits should increase by one tick mark each time N is dou-

FIG. 9. Vorticity contours for two interacting Perlman patches with
P 5 3, computed with the adaptive method of order 1.33 and numerical
parameters given in Table II. The first four plots show the evolution at
t 5 0, 10, 20, and 30 with N 5 4000 vortices, the last row shows the final
frame t 5 30, computed with N 5 1000 (left) and N 5 2000 (right).

plots share a common scale for ease of comparison, but
the tick marks are placed in such a way that the number
of correct bits and the bits in the CPU time should increase
by one tick mark each time N is doubled.

For first-order methods, the O(h1.33) errors decrease
slowly enough that the O(«) limit on accuracy never ap-
pears. For higher-order methods, we get higher-order con-
vergence in the region where the smoothed kernel is re-
solved but the O(«) limit has not appeared. After the limit
is reached, convergence continues slowly.

5.3. Long-time Accuracy

We also tested the long-time accuracy of the method on FIG. 10. Vorticity contours for 20 interacting Perlman patches with
the Perlman test case with P 5 7, running for 0 # t # 20, P 5 5, computed with the adaptive method of order 3.20. Results are

shown at t 5 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20 with N 5 10000 vortices.a final time at which the fastest-moving particles of fluid
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